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What



What
A software architecture diagram is a graphical representation used to depict the overall structure of

a software system and the relationships between its componentsi.

It serves as a crucial tool in the software system design and development process, aiding

development teams and stakeholders in gaining a better understanding of the system’s

organization, the interactions between modules, and the system’s operational �ow.



What Should be Included Typically?

Software Diagrams

1.Components and
modules

Illustrates the various
components and modules

of the software system,
where each component

represents an independent
part or functional unit of

Modules are code units
responsible for specific

functionalities.

2.Relationships and
connections

Depicts the relationships
and connections between
components and modules

Encompassing
dependencies, invocations,
communication methods,

and more.
3.Hierarchical structure

Represents the hierarchical
structure of the system,

often dividing the system
into several layers, with

each layer responsible for
different functionalities,
creating a clear layered

architecture .

4.Interfaces and
interactions

Displays the interfaces and
ways in which components

interact, indicating how
components communicate

and exchange data.

5.Physical deployment

Describes the physical
deployment of the system,

such as the location of
different modules on

servers, the positioning of
databases, etc.

6.Essential constraints

Highlights important
constraints , such as

performance requirements,
security considerations,

scalability, and more.



What’s the Types and Styles?
Type and Styles Description Cases

High-Level
Overview Diagram

Provides a bird’s-eye view of the entire system,
highlighting key components and their interactions.

Use Case Diagram, C4
Model

System Structure
Diagram

Illustrates the relationships between components and
modules, emphasizing dependencies.

Component Diagram

Sequence Diagram
Depicts the temporal interactions between
components, suitable for illustrating the system’s
operational �ow.

Sequence Diagram

Deployment
Diagram

Describes the physical deployment of the system,
showing how software components are allocated to
hardware.

Deployment Diagram

Flowchart
Displays the �ow of different steps and decisions in the BPMN, FlowChart,Jira

https://plantuml.com/zh/use-case-diagram#9b9f78e65119262a
https://c4model.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Component_diagram#/media/File:Policy_Admin_Component_Diagram.PNG
https://au-heartbeat.github.io/Heartbeat/en/designs/sequence-diagrams/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deployment_diagram#/media/File:Deployment_Diagram.PNG
https://www.businessprocessincubator.com/category/type/templates/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flowchart
https://wac-cdn.atlassian.com/dam/jcr:9c540103-16c2-4875-b579-1deee54101d1/Screen-kanban%20board.png


Who Should Know It?



Who Should Know It?
Everyone



Categories



Categories
UML

UML

Structure Diagram

Stable and Static

Class diagram

Object diagram
Component diagram

Deployment diagram

Package diagram

......

Behavior Diagram

Dynamic
Activity diagram

State diagram

Sequence diagram

Communication diagram

Use case diagram

......



Why



Why

Why

1.In the context of
requirements

communication

standardize information
exchange , and

standardized information
can significantly

reduce communication
costs

minimize communication
gaps

2.In the system design
phase

modeling based on teh
real-world business

requirements

Maximizing the fidelity of
business needs

3.In the system description

Enable readers to quickly
and comprehensively
understand how the

entire system is structured
and operates.



How



How
Tools

PlantUML

DrawIO

Excalidraw

…

https://plantuml.com/
https://www.drawio.com/
https://excalidraw.com/


OAuth 2.0 Authorization Code Flow

3rd  par ty Open Plat form

Party Web App
Client

Party Web App
Client

3rd Party Server
App Backend

3rd Party Server
App Backend

Authorization Server

Authorization Server

Resource Server

Resource Server

Issue Authorization Code

2 Guided to authorize

3 Redirect to Auth Service

4 Validate 3rd party complaince
Validate redirect_url

5 Validate user login status

6 Validate 3rd party scopes

7 Generate authorization page

8 Render Login page

1 0 Authorize

1 1 Validate user's scopes with 3rd party's scopes

1 2 Genere authorization code 1.Give a expiry date
2.Store the releationship of authorization 

1 3 Redirect to App with authorization code

1 4 Request with authorization code

1 5 Get authorization code

Generate Access Token

1 6 Post to get acceess_token with authorization code

1 7 Validate 3rd party is exsting(app_id & app_secret)

1 8 Validate authorization code is valid Remove authorization code after 

1 9 Generate access_token & refresh_token 1.Set expires_in for access_
2.Bind access_token with a

2 0 Return access_token

Get Resource Info

2 1 Request resource server to get info with access_token

2 2 Reture resource info

2 3 Render resource info

e info

Everything Should Be
As Code

Auto layout, saving time

Common/default style, no ambiguity

Version control

…
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Cases
Give us your cases accourding to UML

UML

Structure Diagram

Stable and Static

Class diagram

Object diagram
Component diagram

Deployment diagram

Package diagram

......

Behavior Diagram

Dynamic
Activity diagram

State diagram

Sequence diagram

Communication diagram

Use case diagram

......



Q & A


